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This report highlights projects AKTF 

undertook in the Mara ecosystem in 

2018, including: boma fortifications, 

anti-poaching patrols, wildlife 

rescues, school building, nutrition, 

and re-usable menstrual pad 

production and training. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Anne K. Taylor Fund (AKTF) was founded in 1999 in order to protect Kenya’s wildlife 

and to enhance the lives of the local communities who share their space. Specifically, AKTF 

works in the protected areas and communities that comprise Maasai Mara, an ecosystem 

globally recognized as a conservation priority.  

 

Situated at the northern tip of the Serengeti, Maasai Mara’s populations of diverse wildlife 

and immense migrations of wildebeest and zebra draw hundreds of thousands of tourists 

every year. In fact, the Maasai Mara ecosystem is considered by many to be one of the Seven 

Wonders of the Natural World. Thus, it is imperative that this space and its wildlife remain 

protected.  

 

The wildlife that call Maasai Mara home are not fenced in or confined to a particular 

protected area. The boundaries between conservancies and community areas are open, and 

the animals are free to wander as they choose to find more pasture, trees, medicinal plants, 

mineral nutrients, or protected maternity habitat. However, this dispersal also means that 

they will come in contact with humans who may see them as a threat.  

 

On the other hand, humans are able to easily cross the unfenced conservancy boundaries 

with herds of livestock and enter the protected areas to graze, or worse, to poach wildlife for 

their meat, horns, and tusks. What this means is that in Maasai Mara, both in and outside of 

protected areas, wildlife face persecution from humans.  

 

AKTF continues to work with the communities and conservancies on the northwestern edge 

of the Mara to stop poaching, to mitigate and prevent human-wildlife conflict, and to equip 

future generations—especially women—to be able to pursue environmentally friendly 

livelihoods that support rather than threaten this special landscape. 

 

Please read on for the specific projects we tackled in 2018.   
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2. AKTF PROJECTS 
 

Our approach to community development and wildlife conservation involves four projects:  

• Boma Fortification: We protect people’s livelihoods by keeping their livestock safe 

from wild predators 

• Anti-Poaching and De-Snaring Patrols: We protect wildlife from attacks by humans 

who are trying to poach or kill them in retaliation 

• Education: We provide academic opportunities for the youth of Maasai Mara, giving 

them alternatives to unsustainable livelihoods when they grow up 

• Women’s Empowerment: We distribute reusable sanitary pads and menstrual 

hygiene training for young women so they can participate in school and society 

during all points on their cycles 

 

A. Boma Fortification Project 
 

The AKTF Boma Team’s main focus is constructing predator-resistant stockades (called 

bomas) for Maasai herders. These structures prevent wild predators like lions, hyenas, and 

leopards from killing valuable livestock, thus reducing the need for herders to rid the 

landscape of predators in order to protect their assets.  
  

 
  

Landowners test out their brand new predator-resistant boma with the AKTF Boma Team (in green jumpsuits and helmets). 

 

Traditionally, Maasai bomas are made of wooden posts and thorny branches, materials that 

deteriorate quickly in the harsh environment of the Mara. Especially now that herders are 
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spending more time in one place, permanent structures are needed. Plus, our designs use 

less wood than traditional bomas, thereby putting less pressure on local forests. 

 

BOMA BUILDING ACTIVITIES 

 

Since 2008, we have built or fortified 808 bomas, thanks to the generous support of donors 

like Angama Foundation, Maasai Mara Wildlife Conservancies Association/US-AID, National 

Geographic, Eden Wildlife Trust, and many, many other fantastic people and organizations. 

Each of these bomas holds an average of 220 animals, so in total we have protected 

approximately 177,760 head of livestock. 

  

2018 Service  Number of Bomas Number of Livestock Protected 

Installations 25 5,500 

Repairs 49 10,780 

2018 TOTAL 74 16,280 

 

Across all bomas that we have built or refurbished, there is a 99% decrease in the losses that 

herders incur at fortified bomas compared to pre-fortifications. In other words, before 

working with AKTF to fortify their bomas, herders lost an average of 13.6 animals per year. 

After fortifying their boma with the help of our specialists, that number drops to 0.3 animals 

lost per year. 

 

 

Average Yearly Losses at Bomas 
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Chainlink fencing is carefully wrapped around each boma and buried in the ground (above). Once everything else is 
complete, metal sheeting is added to the base of the fence to keep predators from digging under it (below). 
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The Boma Team puts the finishing touches on this herder’s boma door under his careful scrutiny. Still to be added on this 
boma are metal sheets to prevent predators from digging.  

BOMA REFURBISHING ACTIVITIES 

 

Our Boma Team also visits traditional and previously fortified bomas to repair, refurbish, or 

fully fortify them. This not only keeps existing bomas in working order, but it also 

strengthens our relationships with our Maasai partners by demonstrating that we care about 

them and their families, not only about wildlife. After all, preserving the Mara’s wildlife is 

only possible with support from the local communities, and we rely on their participation for 

our conservation initiatives to be successful. 

 

This year, the Boma Team spent quite a bit of time making repairs on bomas that had suffered 

damage due to heavy rains, and even some that had been broken into by cattle rustlers. These 

damaged bomas with open holes or drooping fences are highly susceptible to attacks from 

predators, which is why it is imperative that we act quickly to re-fortify them. In fact, the 

holes left in one landowner’s boma by livestock thieves allowed a leopard to sneak in and kill 

dozens of sheep and goats.  

 

B. Anti-Poaching Patrols and Wildlife Rescues 

DISRUPTING THE BUSHMEAT TRADE 

 

Since its inception, AKTF has always been focused on anti-poaching patrols and wildlife 

rescues. In fact, AKTF was patrolling and de-snaring even before the Mara Conservancy took 
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over management of the Mara Triangle. Now we support the Mara Conservancy’s law 

enforcement mandate, as well as other agencies like Kenya Wildlife Service, Kenya Forestry 

Service, and the General Service Unit, by working together to monitor key poaching hotspots 

around Maasai Mara, removing any poaching snares they find, and helping the Kenya Wildlife 

Service/David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust veterinarians treat any animals that have suffered 

injuries. In addition to those law enforcement agencies, we also collaborate with Mara 

Elephant Project, WWF, Mara North Conservancy, and Oloisukut Conservancy. These 

organizations make our work possible, and we are grateful for their collaboration.  

 

 
 

The AKTF Anti-Poaching Team, on patrol in the Mara Triangle with the Mara Conservancy. 

 

The Team is led by Elias Kamande, and is comprised of Ole Kilonga, Ole Sirere, Ole Saitoti, 

and Oloito Kinanda, who are from the local Maasai communities with which we work. We 

are especially grateful to Wardens Francis Pengo, Daniel Tunai, Dominic Naikuta, Julius 

Tierewa, Konchela, and Bet, as well as Rangers Anthony Kangethe, Nayioma, Kennedy Kitmai, 

Ochieng, Julius Seme, Topisia Kirelai, and Koyiaki of the Mara Conservancy who accompany 

our team, as well as the Mara Conservancy’s CEO, Brian Heath, for supporting our work to 

disrupt the bushmeat trade this year.  

 

Bushmeat poaching is when animals are illegally killed mostly for their meat. Our Team not 

only stops poachers from killing animals, but also communicates with the Maasai 
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communities that allow poachers to operate under their protection, about the impact that 

wildlife population declines will have on the Mara’s economy and culture. 

 

 
  

 
 

A wildebeest caught in a snare (above) is subdued and freed by the AKTF Team (below). 
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Since 1999 when we first began working against poaching, poachers’ tool of choice has been 

the deadly wire snare. These snares are made of braided wires, often scrounged from old 

tires, fencing, or electrical systems, that are formed into a noose and hung in the anticipated 

paths of unsuspecting animals.  

 

 
 

Poachers hang wire snares like this in the bush to capture unsuspecting animals passing through. 

  

Once an animal passes through the noose, the wire snare tightens around the animal, so that 

the more the animal struggles to get free, the tighter the wire becomes. Usually anchored to 

the base of a tree, these snares then keep trapped animals in place until the poachers return 

to kill them. Often, though, because poachers set a multitude of snares in hopes of catching 

just a few animals, some animals will just be left in their snares to die of exposure, predator 

attacks, or slowly from the wounds the sharp wires cause. Our work, then, is to locate and 

remove snares, and to treat wounded animals found in them in collaboration with 

KWS/David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust veterinarians. 
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ATKF Team Member Oloitu Kinanda holding a poacher’s snare he has just removed from the bush. 
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The AKTF Team works with rangers from the Mara Conservancy to remove snares set by poachers inside the 

Mara Triangle. 
 

This year, however, a trend continued from 2017 in which we encountered fewer and fewer 

wire snares in the bush around Maasai Mara. In fact, we found about 85 snares in 2018, 

almost one-tenth the number of snares we usually do in the high season, bringing our to-date 

total to 7,185 snares removed from the bush. We only found two animals dead in snares this 

year. Hopefully this is a sign that the combined efforts of anti-poaching groups in Maasai 

Mara is paying off. We did encounter 11 animals that had been killed by poachers, but were 

able to rescue another nine still alive.  

 

2018 

Total 

Wildlife 

Found in 

Snares 

Wildlife 

Rescued 

Snares 

Collected 

Wildlife 

Confirmed 

Poached 

Hunting 

Tools 

Recovered 

2 9 85 11 2 
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This poor giraffe had a spear stuck in its neck, and our brave Team helped subdue it so that the veterinarians could remove 

the spear and treat the wound.  

DISRUPTING THE TROPHY HUNTING TRADE 

 

In the Mara, valuable body parts like ivory tusks or rhino horns are also sought by poachers. 

These items can be sold on the black market for extremely high prices, so we not only patrol 

for poachers themselves but also for deceased animals with valuable body parts that could 

be taken and sold. That way we do everything in our power to discourage the trophy trade. 

 

This year, we lost a well-loved bull elephant that lived near our Team’s camp at the Oloololo 

Gate. Its name was Kamande, after AKTF’s very own Elias Kamande. This is the same 

elephant that got tangled in Elias’s tent cords one night and brought the tent down on top of 

our sleeping Team Leader! The cause of this magnificent creature’s death was unknown, but 

believed to be from a fight with other bulls. The authorities were able retrieve his tusks so 

that poachers could not profit and perpetuate the trophy trade. 
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Mara Conservancy Rangers display tusks they have retrieved from a dead elephant with help from AKTF.  

 

We did not encounter any direct evidence of elephant poaching in 2018, though we did have 

to remove several tusks off of deceased animals. Actually, the Team noticed that the number 

of elephants in our region seems to be increasing, which is exciting news! 

 

We also spent most of the end of the year investigating mysterious rhino deaths in the Mara. 

Three of these rare animals died in a very short period of time, and the suspected cause of 

death was either disease or poisoning. For the rhinos that died, our Team helped the 

authorities and veterinarians locate and take toxicology samples from the bodies, as well as 

remove the valuable horns so that they didn’t fall into the hands of poachers. We then helped 

bury the animals so that any disease or poison could not spread further. Through close 

monitoring of all remaining rhinos for several months, we made sure no other rhinos would 

fall ill without someone there to help. 
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MANAGING HUMAN-WILDLIFE CONFLICT  

 

This year, the Team was busy at several points mitigating human-wildlife conflict that arose 

from predators breaking into unfortified bomas. Because some boma fences had been 

damaged by heavy rains or by humans cutting holes in them, leopards found it easy to sneak 

in and kill dozens of sheep and goats at a time. These represent considerable financial losses 

for the herders, yet our team was able to arrive on the scene and deescalate any retaliation 

hunts before they could begin. This is due in large part to the positive, trusting relationships 

our Team members maintain with the families and communities around the area that allow 

those difficult conversations to be productive. As an example of the relationships our team 

cultivates, our Team camped out with a herd of cows for a whole day and a whole night in 

order to keep it safe from a nearby pride of lions.  

 

 
  

Anti-Poaching Team Leader Elias participated in the Rapid Response to Poisoning Workshop. 

 

In order to further our abilities to support herders who have lost animals to predators, our 

Team Leader Elias participated in the Peregrine Fund’s “Rapid Response to Poisoning 

Workshop” this year. Poisoning is a common reaction to predation. Herders lace carcasses 

of sheep with poison and leave them out for predators to find and eat. This retaliation 

method is especially destructive because its not only the targeted predator that is killed by 

the poison, but also the smaller animals and birds, like vultures and eagles, that pick at the 

carcass. These dead animals are in turn eaten by others, and the poison spreads, resulting in 

the deaths of dozens of animals. Poison then can even make its way into the local water 

sources, affecting the humans that started the whole cycle! 
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Thanks to this workshop, our Team is now better equipped to talk to community members 

about the dangers of poisoning. We are grateful to the world-renowned vulture expert Munir 

Virani, Ph.D. for the invitation to this workshop. 

 

HALTING ILLEGAL GRAZING 

 

The Mara Triangle protects critically important grassland habitat for wildlife. However, that 

habitat is threatened by herders and their millions of livestock that also want to eat the 

Mara’s grasses, since the grass in the community areas has been grazed away by sheep and 

goats. Each night, and sometimes brazenly during the day, herders illegally sneak hundreds 

of thousands of cows into the protected grasslands of the Mara Triangle to eat as much grass 

as they can, and then cross back into community areas before dawn. 

 

Not only does this deplete the food that is available to wildlife, but it also makes attacks from 

predators on livestock more likely. Since herders who lose cows that were illegally 

trespassing are not allowed to ask for compensation from the Mara Conservancy, they feel 

their only recourse is to retaliate against predators by spearing or poisoning them. 

 

   
 

The Team joins Mara Conservancy Rangers in corralling herds of cows that have been illegally taken inside 

protected areas. Notice how well camouflaged our Team is in the picture to the right! 

 

As our Team patrols the Mara for snares, they are also looking for herds that have trespassed. 

Herders are then arrested and fined by the Mara Conservancy. The Team also stays vigilant 

for tips from the community that distraught herders are preparing to hunt and kill lions they 

hold responsible for their losses. This year, like last, we helped deescalate hunts before they 

happened and received no reports of successful retaliation hunts in the area. 
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Quarter Cows Killed Sheep & Goats Killed Successful Retaliation Hunts 

1 6 11 0 

2 4 42 0 

3 7 63 0 

4 2 8 0 

TOTAL 19 125 0 

 

DISRUPTING ILLEGAL LOGGING OPERATIONS 

 

In addition to direct anti-poaching work, we also focus on habitat protection, not only of the 

grasslands of Maasai Mara but also its forests. These forests are critical habitat and food 

sources for wildlife, and they also play vital roles in the region’s rainfall patterns. Without 

these forests, the ecosystem of Maasai Mara will change drastically. 

 

   
 

Piles of wood ready to be turned into charcoal, amidst unsustainable clear cutting in the Nyakweri Forest.  

 

Illegal logging and charcoal burning are the primary threats to the regions’ forests, and those 

threats are now compounded by recent land demarcation policies that privatized the forests. 

Now in addition to the forests being cut down at an alarming pace for timber and charcoal, 

fences are being installed by landowners. These fences cut off corridors so that even the 

remaining forests are becoming unusable to animals. 
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Anne, on patrol with the Team, surveys the massive deforestation happening on top of the escarpments.  

 

Despite these dire circumstances, we are still working to communicate with landowners 

about the dangers of deforestation and the value in creating wildlife corridors. We also 

continue to seek out and destroy illegal charcoal and logging operations.  

 

Quarter Charcoal Kilns Destroyed 

1 127* 

2 81 

3 159 

4 43 

TOTAL 410* 

 

*These numbers do not include the 380 additional kilns destroyed by 

Kenya Forestry Service with intelligence from our Team. 

 

This year, we managed to destroy 410 illegal charcoal kilns and contribute intelligence that 

directly led to the destruction of 380 more, in collaboration with law enforcement and 

conservation agencies like Kenya Wildlife Service, Kenya Forestry Service, the Mara 

Conservancy Rangers, WWF, and Mara Elephant Project. 
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Anne and AKTF joined hands with students and Green Made to plant 300 trees at Oloolmongi this year. 

 

In proactive efforts to reverse deforestation, this year AKTF joined students and the Green 

Made Organization in planting 300 young trees around Oloolmongi Primary School. 

Teachers, parents, and the Mara Conservancy Rangers also participated to add species like 

teak, olive, greenheart, and acacia back to the landscape. 
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C. School-Building, Nutrition, & Sanitation 
 

We support the youth of Maasai Mara in getting access to the academic opportunities that 

will equip them to be leaders not just in their communities but also in Kenya as a whole. To 

that end, AKTF builds classrooms, offices, kitchens, and latrines, and provides textbooks, 

desks, and uniforms to three schools in the Mara – two of which we built from scratch into 

Primary Schools with the help of you, our supporters. These basic necessities are huge 

improvements for students, considering most local schools lack proper classrooms.  

 

CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPPING OF FACILITIES 

 

With the help of many private donors, AKTF supplies textbooks to Oloolmongi Primary 

School, Oliashire Primary School, and Nailepu Junior Academy. And for all three schools, we 

built and delivered steel-framed desks that will last much longer than the wooden desks 

students have been using until now, and make it much more “comfortable” (perhaps not by 

our standards!)  for the students to pay attention and learn. 

 

 
 

Students at Oliashire beam from their new steel-framed desks and new exercise and  textbooks from AKTF. 

 

This year we built a kitchen and helped parents to initiate a feeding programme at Oliashire 

Primary School. Feeding students at school is critical to their academic success because most 
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of them walk miles and miles to school each morning with only a cup of tea in their stomachs. 

Nutritious meals at school not only encourage attendance, but they also help energize 

students to pay attention and soak up their lessons.  We continue with our school lunch 

programme at Oloolmongi Primary School  feeding almost 500 students a day with 

assistance from the parents. Nailepu and Oliashire parents provide nutritious school lunches 

for their students. 

 

 
 

 
 

Older students at Oloolmongi help bring lunch supplies from the AKTF truck to the kitchen (above). Parents at Oliashire 
contribute corn meal to the school lunch program for their children (below). 
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We completed an administrative building at Oloolmongi, giving teachers there a warm and 

dry place to quietly prepare their lessons and grade papers. This office space will help 

Oloolmongi attract and retain high quality teachers. 

 
  

The Oloolmongi administrative building gives teachers office space from which to work. 

 

Upon completion of new classrooms at Nailepu Junior Academy, we were proud to join the 

Nailepu families, teachers, and administrators in honoring Larry and Susan Patrick, the 

generous donors who have made the construction of Nailepu possible. 

 

 
The Patrick Family was honored at Nailepu by the parents, staff, and students, in gratitude for their amazing contributions. 
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At Nailepu, we built temporary housing for teachers so they wouldn’t have to walk miles 

home in the dark each night. This will help the school attract teachers from farther away who 

might otherwise not be able to work so far from home. 
 

WATER SANITATION 

 

In addition to classrooms, textbooks, teachers, and lunch programmes, schools in the Mara 

need to be able to keep their students healthy. Healthier students means better attendance, 

better grades and more opportunities in their future. To that end, we also equip our partner 

schools with the tools to keep students clean and dispose of waste. In the most basic terms, 

this means clean water for drinking, hand washing, and cooking, and toilet facilities. 

 

 
 

Students at Nailepu Junior Academy sit in front of their new LifeStraw water filter and learn how to use it.  
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Students drink clean water from their new LifeStraw filter (left). Anne and students interact while flipping through their new 
textbooks (right) provided   by AKTF.  

 

We installed rainwater harvesting tanks and filtrations systems at Oliashire, Nailepu, and 

Oloolmongi in partnership with A&K Philanthropy and LifeStraw, making safe drinking 

water accessible to over 800 students and teachers. Each school received two filters plus 

training for staff and students on how to properly use and maintain the equipment.  

 

At Oloolmoongi and Oliashire respectively, we completed eight new pit latrines for the 

students in each school. These private, clean facilities will help improve the health of the 

student body by reducing disease transmission in the environment.  

 

POSITIVE IMPACTS ON STUDENTS 

 

We encourage students not only in their academic performance but also in their artistic and 

cultural pursuits. This year, the Oloolmongi Choir, which we are proud to support through 

logistics and transportation, made it all the way through the county level competition with a 

choral verse “Enkisoma Ake Dukaya” (“Education is Our Priority”), the lyrics of which take a 

stand against early marriage and female genital mutilation. 
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Our efforts are perhaps best seen in the academic improvement that Oloolmongi students 

show. This year, Oloolmongi’s Class 8 was at the top of the public school division’s KCPE 

exam scores. This incredible accomplishment demonstrates the drive and abilities of these 

students, their teachers, and their families, all of which have come a long way from the days 

of holding class beneath a tree next to an old church building! 

 

 
 

Nailepu students wait in line to wash their hands at their new water tank, outside the new latrines AKTF built. 

 

D. Women’s Empowerment 
 

 

Menstruation is a taboo subject in Maasai Mara, as well as in other parts of Kenya, even 

among women. The result is that most girls do not have access to information about their 

cycles, or materials to properly and safely manage them. This means that school-age girls 

that enter puberty end up missing up to a week of class each month out of shame, and they 

quickly fall behind their male peers. Without the grades or knowledge needed to pass exams, 

the financial and career options for these girls shrink rapidly.  

 

AKTF is proud to partner with the Esidai Women’s Group to provide menstrual hygiene 

management (MHM) training and reusable sanitary pads to young women around Maasai 

Mara. The training we offer is about the biology of menstruation, as well as how to use the 

pads they are given, and even how to manage their menstrual cycles to avoid unwanted 

pregnancies. These pads and trainings allow girls to stay in school and to hygienically care 

for themselves during their periods. This restores the dignity and confidence of young 
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women, and allows them to take more control over their own bodies. And, because the pads 

are washable and reusable, they do not have the environmental impact that disposable pads 

do.  

 

 
 

Female students at Oloolmongi show off their new reusable pads made for them by the Esidai Women’s Group. 

  
For just $5 per girl, we can provide four sanitary pads and waterproof bags that will last 

her a year. This year we distributed pad kits for 80 young women at Oloolmongi Primary 

School and several of the manyattas (homesteads) in our area of work.  Please consider 

supporting this initiative by sponsoring a girl to receive pads…we have so many girls 

who need them! 

 

**Make a Donation Here**    

https://www.annektaylorfund.org/contact/
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Esidai team leader, Regina Mpatiany,  provides menstrual health management training to women in Maasai Mara, in 
addition to girl students.  

 

Our Project Leader for AKTF’s Women’s Empowerment project, Caroline Kiugo, flew to UK 

to attend the Women Leaders in Global Health Conference at the London School of Hygiene 

& Tropical Medicine, joining hundreds of other women from around the world to work 

towards gender equality.  The tools and perspectives she brought back are already 

strengthening our Women’s Empowerment project by expanding the conversation from 

menstrual health to reproductive rights in general. 

 

In 2018, Anne was honored to gather several women’s beading groups together under the 

Ministry of Tourism’s Ushanga Initiative to empower women through microfinance. 

Beadwork is one of the most recognizable facets of Maasai culture and most of it is done by 

women, so this gathering sought to start conversations that could lead to stronger business 

and production capacity for these women. Ideally, products crafted by Maasai women can 

reach more local, regional, and even international markets, so that women can experience 

more financial freedom for themselves. 
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The Ushanga Initiative gathering was an opportunity to build awareness about the skill and desire of Maasai women’s 
beading groups.  
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3. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In 2018, we saw a decrease in traditional poaching activity, but we will remain vigilant 

nonetheless. Sadly, land demarcation has intensified the threats already facing the Mara’s 

disappearing forests, but we are hopeful that win-win solutions can still be found for people 

and wildlife. Our boma fortification work is progressing steadily, with new donors and 

partners coming on board. And around Maasai Mara, we are deepening relationships with 

our current three partner schools, even as we seek to reach more and more female students 

with menstrual health hygiene education and tools.  

 

 

 

4. NEXT STEPS  
 

• Understand how poaching practices are evolving in Maasai Mara 

• Encourage wildlife corridors from conservancies to upland forests on the 

escarpments 

• Build or refurbish at least 50 bomas in 2019 

• Expand our Menstrual Health Management project to reach twice as many girls in 

2019 as in 2018 
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5.  HOW YOU CAN HELP 
 
The Anne K. Taylor Fund 501(c)(3) never sends out a formal fund raising appeal but we 
would be so grateful for your continuing support so that our critical work in the Maasai Mara 
may continue. Thank you in advance for whatever you can do.  We are also able to accept 
gifts of securities.  I regret we are unable to accept credit card donations. 
Tax-deductible donations may be made to: 
 

Anne K. Taylor Fund 
2724 Arvin Road 

Billings, MT.  59102 
 

Or, 
 

Donate via PayPal Here 
 
 

 
Anne with the AKTF Boma and Anti-Poaching Teams. 

 
Thanks again to each of you.  

 
Anne Kent Taylor 
anne@aktaylor.com  

https://www.paypal.com/donate/?token=UvR1hhQmGaP-P6C0nPt6KylCbad4CkjJ-LIVj7u6XfqKIqAs56DPTe9-mEjxCZKOEO433G&country.x=US&locale.x=US
mailto:anne@aktaylor.com
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6.  2018 LIST OF DONORS 
 

In 2018 the following donors contributed generously to the Anne K. Taylor Fund 501(c)3.  
We are so grateful for this generous support and we thank each and every one of you.  
Without your support, nothing we do would be possible. 
 
Alan and Susan Yoss Family Foundation 
Angama Foundation 
Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation 
Arzbaecher Family Foundation 
Aspen Business Center Foundation 
Mr. M. Banerji 
Ms. M. Barton 
Mr. and Mrs, J. Boogman 
Mr. G. R. Bunn, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Buxton 
Mr. T. Cooper 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Crawford 
The Crosswols Foundation 
Mr. P. Denckla 
Mr. P. Donlay 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Dudley 
Mr. and. Mrs. J. Duncan 
The Ed and Yvonne Parish Foundation 
Eden Wildlife Trust 
Mr. J. Ferguson 
Ms. S. Flosi 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Gallinger 
GreaterGood.org 
Harold M. & Adeline S. Morrison Family Foundation 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Jackson 
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Jackson, Jr. 
Mr. J. Janura 
Mrs. R. Kavo 
Mr. R.  Klotz 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Lansing 
Mr. J. Levy 
Mr. S. Love 
Mr. D. McCabe 
Ms. Debra Metz 
Mrs. Diana Metz 
Ms. J. Monahan and Mr. C. Lehman 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Montag 
Mr. I. Mooreville 
Mt. Moro Foundation  
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Mrs. M. Bancroft Murray 
The Nancy-Carroll Draper Charitable Foundation 
National Geographic Big Cats Initiative  
Ms. A. Palmer 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Pappas 
Mr. and Mrs. L. Patrick 
Mrs. A. Pendergast 
Mr. and Mrs. T. Perini 
Ms. M. Pillsbury 
Ritz Family Foundation 
Ms. C. Rosin 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Ross 
Skyemar Foundation 
Mr. E. Slotnick 
Ms. D. Solomon 
Mr. G. Streatfeild 
Mrs. Walter J. Taylor, Jr. 
Ms. R. Thomas 
Trinity United Church of Christ Sunday School 
Mr. W. Verdouw 
Waxman Freeman Family Fund 
Mr. I. Werner 
West Towson Elementary School 
Woodward Family Charitable Foundation 
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Angama Foundation’s Award 
 
Each photographer entering a piece into the Angama Foundation’s ‘Greatest Maasai Mara 
Photographer of the Year 2018’ competition got to pick which of the Foundation’s handful of 
Conservation Partners they wanted to support with their entry fee. We are extremely 
grateful to all of the magnificent photographers that submitted entries in the name of AKTF, 
and to the Angama Foundation for naming AKTF as one of its beneficiary Conservation 
Partners. We were awed by the beauty of the photography and also by the consideration of 
photographers whom we have never even met. It was not one of our patron photographers 
that won the competition, alas, but we wish to congratulate the winner, Anup Shah, all the 
same! 
 

 
 

‘Escort’ by Anup Shah, the winner of the Greatest Maasai Mara Photographer of the Year 2018 Competition. 
Congratulations! 
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